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BAD Complete Handwritten & Signed Lyrics (1987)

Handwritten and signed lyrics by Michael written in black sharpie pen. Written on three pages of 9" x 11"
white stationery. [Product Details...]

   

                          

BAD Complete Handwritten & Signed Lyrics (1987)

Four pages of handwritten lyrics, written and signed by Michael in blue pen on white paper. [Product
Details...]
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BAD Handwritten Lyrics Ca.1986 (USA)

BAD lyrics handwritten by Michael. [Product Details...]

  

                         

Beat It Handwritten Chorus Lyrics (1982)

A single piece of white paper with partial handwritten lyrics for Beat It, written by Michael in black marker.
[Product Details...]

  

                               

Beat It Handwritten Lyrics (1982)

'Beat It' handwritten lyrics (1982). Sold by Julien's Auctions (Lot #312) for $60,000 at their 2009 Music Icons
auction. [Product Details...]

  

                               

Beat It Handwritten Lyrics (1982)

Two pages of partial lyrics to the song "Beat It" handwritten by Michael Jackson. Document begins "Beat It by
Michael Jackson" and includes the first two verses along with the refrain. Housed in a frame with the album it
appeared on, Thriller. "Beat It," [Product Details...]
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Beat It Partial Handwritten Lyrics #2 (1982)

Single page of copy paper with partial handwritten lyric in black marker for the song "Beat It" reading in full,
"Beat it/ Beat/ B '/ Chorus Out." [Product Details...]

  

                        

Beat It Partial Handwritten Lyrics (1982)

Partial lyrics to "Beat It" as written by Michael in black marker on white 8"x11" paper. [Product Details...]

  

                               

Billie Jean Complete Handwritten & Signed Lyrics (1983)

Entire lyrics for the song Billie Jean, written by Michael on six 8"x10" sheets of white paper in black marker,
and hand signed on the first page. [Product Details...]

  

                         

Billie Jean Partial Handwritten Lyrics (1982)

Single piece of copy paper with partial handwritten lyrics, in black marker, for the song "Billie Jean" featuring
the lyrics from the second bridge into the chorus of the song. [Product Details...]
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Black Or White Handwritten Lyrics (ca. 1990 USA)

'Black Or White' handwritten lyrics. [Product Details...]

  

                         

Cheater Handwritten Lyrics (2004 - USA)

Cheater unfinished handwritten lyrics. This song was later included in The Ultimate Collection box set
released in 2004. [Product Details...]

  

                        

God Don't Love Us Anymore Lyrics *Unrecorded* (Date Unknown)

Handwritten lyrics written in black ink by Michael titled "God Don't Love Us Anymore". They read in part,
Â…"Well they say that their [sic] the native people, tried to win or fight a losing war. They say that the white
man knows what he's fighting for." E [Product Details...]

  

                         

Granite (Unreleased) Handwritten Lyrics (Undated)

11"x8 1/2" handwritten lyrics by a ball point pen on lined paper. Unreleased song, probably from around
Dangerous or HIStory era. The lyrics read in part, "...each generation shall hear my music and appreciate the
gift of melody." [Product Details...]
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Handwritten Lyrics For An Unrecorded Song (Date Unknown)

Two pages of handwritten lyrics for a song that begins "Party People the youth we gotta teach...". With many
of the same lyrics written with different writing implements and different annotations. [Product Details...]

  

                         

In The Closet Handwritten Lyrics (1991)

Set of four pages of handwritten lyrics by Michael for "In the Closet" Michael has crossed out lines and added
notations to the lyrics. [Product Details...]

  

                          

Innocent Man Partial Handwritten Lyrics #1 (1993)

Handwritten lyrics written in pen on lined paper by Michael, apparently written in 1993 to a song that was
never recorded. Handwritten in very pale blue biro on lined paper. [Product Details...]

  

                         

Innocent Man Partial Handwritten Lyrics #2 (1993)

Handwritten lyrics written in pen on lined paper by Michael, apparently written in 1993 to a song that was
never recorded. Excerpts read: "If I sailed to Acapulco or Cancun Mexico, there the law is waiting for
me...God know's that I am innocent...The wh [Product Details...]
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Innocent Man Partial Handwritten Lyrics #3 (1993)

Second page of handwritten lyrics written in pen on lined paper by Michael, apparently written in 1993 to a
song that was never recorded. Excerpts read: "Sometimes I feel just like a fugitive, I'm running for my
life...the truth becomes the lie, I wish [Product Details...]

  

                         

Innocent Man Partial Handwritten Lyrics #4 (1993)

Handwritten lyrics for the song "Innocent Man". Written in 1993 with pencil on the back of a "Song Packet
Info" sheet. [Product Details...]
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